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[57] ABSTRACT

A split spline screw type payload fastener assembly

including three identical male and female type split
spline sections. The male spline sections are formed on
the head of a male type spline driver. Each of the split
male type spline sections have an outwardly projecting

load baring segment including a convex upper surface
which is adapted to engage a complementary concave
surface of a female spline receptor in the form of a

hollow bolt head. Additionally, the male spline section

also inctudes a horizontal spline releasing segment and a

spline tightening segment below each load bearing seg-
ment. The spline tightening segment consists of a verti-

cal web of constant thickness, having at least one flat

vertical wall surface which is designed to contact a

generally flat vertically extending wall surface tab of

the bolt head. Mutual interlocking and unlocking of the

male and female splines result upon clockwise and

counter clockwise turning of the driver element.

13 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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SPLIT SPLINE SCREW

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

This invention was made by an employee of the 5

United States Government and may be used by or for

the Government for governmental purposes without

the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 10

APPLICATIONS

This invention is related to an invention shown and

described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,174,772 dated Dec. 29,

1992, entitled "'Work Attachment Mechanism/Work 15
Attachment Fixture", filed in the name of John M.

Vranish on Jan. 22, 1992. This invention is assigned to

the assignee of the present invention. Moreover, the

teachings of this related invention is herein meant to be

incorporated by reference. 20

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to attachment means

for joining two bodies together, and more particularly

to a spline type fastener for joining two bodies together, 25
for example, in outer space.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

Fasteners utilized to attach and release structural

elements by means of a robot are generally known. In 30
an environment where payloads are required to be at-
tached to and released from a spacecraft, for example,

payload fasteners have special requirements, irrespec-

tive of whether the attachment is made by way of a

robot or an astronaut. The fastener should be designed, 35
for example, so that it cannot be cross threaded, it can-

not be loosened by launch vibrations, and must be able

to be preioaded with modest torque against multiple
"G" launch loads.

One such fastener is comprised of a spring-loaded 40
male spline nut located at the tip of a threaded male

positioning member that is affixed to a body being fas-

tened. A complementary female type spline fitting or

bolt adapted to engage the spline nut is located at the
lower end of a female conical receiving member which 45

is affixed to a structure or receiving body to which the

payload body is being fastened. During a fastening guid-
ance and mating procedure, the male nut and female

bolt are aligned in a soft docking phase which is fol-

lowed by a forward movement of the spline nut against 50

and into the female spline member. This is then fol-
lowed by a rotation of the male spline nut into a locking

arrangement with the female spline fitting. To release

the fastener, the process is simply reversed.

While this system operates as intended, undesired 55
stresses can build up and accumulate in the locking

splines. Accordingly the present invention is directed to

a technique to reduce these stresses, thus significantly
improving the performance and safety of the system
without a significant increase in size. 60

SUMMARY

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention

to provide an improved fastener device which may be
repeatedly applied and removed by a machine. 65

It is a further object of the invention to provide an

improved fastener device which can be automated for
use in connection with a robot.

5,261,758
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It is still another object of the invention to provide a

relatively simple, compact and lightweight fastener
device for spacecraft payloads which can be attached

and released by a robot as well as an astronaut.

And still a further object of the invention is to pro-

vide an improved spline type fastener for payload fas-
tener which can be attached and released by both a

robot and an astronaut.

The foregoing and other objects of the invention are

realized by a split spline screw type payload fastener

assembly comprised of three identical male type split

spline sections formed on the head of a male type spline
driver and wherein each of the split spline sections

include an outwardly projecting load beating segment

having a convex upper surface which is adapted to

engage a complementary concave surface of a female
spline receptor in the form of a bolt head. The male

spline section also includes a horizontal spline releasing

segment below each load bearing segment and having

flat upper and lower surfaces and a curved outer surface
and spline tightening segment consisting of a vertical
web of constant thickness toward one side of the load

bearing segment and having at least one flat vertical
wall surface which is designed to contact a generally

flat vertically extending wall surface tab of the bolt

head. Mutual interlocking and unlocking of the male

and female splines result upon clockwise and counter
clockwise turning of the driver element.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The following detailed description of the invention

will be more readily understood when considered in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a work attachment

mechanism body approaching a work attachment fix-

ture body in a berthing maneuver;
FIG. 2 is a partial central cross sectional view of the

split, spline screw system used to couple the two bodies
shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is an enlarged cutaway view of the split, spline

screw system shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is an enlarged partial central cross sectional

view of the split, spline screw system shown in FIGS. 2
and 3 and taken along the lines 4---4 of FIG. 5; and

FIG. 5 is a transverse section of the split, spline screw

system shown in FIG. 4 taken along the lines 5--5
thereof.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings wherein like refer-
ence numerals refer to like parts throughout, reference
will be first made to FIG. I where there is disclosed two

generally cylindrical bodies, a work attachment mecha-
nism (WAM) 10 which is attached to the arm of a robot,
not shown, and the other a work attachment fixture
(WAF) 12 which is attached to a work site, for example,

in outer space also not shown. In a berthing and attach-

ment sequence between the bodies, the work attach-
ment mechanism 10 is In-st positioned in the vicinity of

the work attachment fixture 12 for docking by means of

a remote manipulator system which may be located, for

example, on a space station.
As an adjunct in the docking process, an automatic

alignment system for the two bodies 10 and 12 includes

three equally spaced round roller type members 14, 16
and 18 which are rotatably mounted on the cylindrical
outer surface 20 of the work attachment mechanism 10
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adjacent respective leading chamfered surfaces 22, 24
and 26. The work attachment fixture 12 below includes

a complementary mating structure comprised of three

mounting blocks 28, 30 and 32 having upwardly di-
rected V-shaped grooves 34, 36 and 38 which are coex-
tensive with adjacent chamfered surfaces 40, 4,2 and 44.

As shown, the mating blocks 28, 30 and 32 are equidis-
tantly arranged on the outer surface 46 of the work
attachment fixture 12 to match the separation of the
roller members 14, 16 and 18.

In a docking maneuver, one or more of the roller
members 14, 16 and 18 of the work attachment mecha-

nism 10 first contact a respective outwardly radiating
V-shaped mating groove 34, 36, 38 of the work attach-

ment fixture 12. This provides an automatic alignment

capability for a spline screw coupling and locking
mechanism for the two bodies 10 and 12 and consisting
of a male type split spline driver element 48, and a fe-
male spline type receptor element 50, which comprises

the subject matter of this invention.

Surrounding the spline connector elements 48 and 50

are three sets of fold back door type dust covers 52, 54
and 56, which are located on the underside 5g of the

work attachment mechanism 10 and three mutually
opposite sets of dust covers 60, 62 and 64 located on the
upper surface 61 of the work attachment fbxture 12. The
dust covers 52, 54, 56 and 60, 62, 64 automatically open
and close to protect complementary sets of electrical

connectors, not shown, in order to provide an electrical
interface between the bodies 10 and 12 for the transfer

of power and electrical signals therebetween.

Referring now collectively to FIGS. 2 through 5,
FIG. 2 is illustrative of a vertical cross section of the

preferred embodiment of the invention including,
among other things, the male split spline driver 48 and

the female spline receptor element 50. As further shown
in FIG. 3, the driver element 48 includes an alignment
cone 66 behind which are located three identical male

spline sections 68=... 683, two of which, 681 and 682, are
shown. These spline sections are formed on the outer
surface of a hollow shank 70 which includes a shoulder

72 (FIG. 2) that abuts a thrust bearing 74 and a compli-

ance spring 76. The shank 70 includes an axial bore 78

which is adapted to receive a splined shaft 80 of a drive
motor, not shown.

As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the alignment cone 66 is

adapted to seat in a conical recess 82 located in inner

cavity 84 of a female spline bolt head 116 which forms

pan of the receptor element 50 and includes three spline
elements 88b 882 and 883 at the top thereof. Each of the

male spline sections 681... 683 is comprised of an upper

outwardly projecting spline segment 901... 903 having
a convex upper load bearing surface 92z... 923 which

matches the undersurfaces 941 . . . 943 of the female

spline sections 881,882 and 883. At the bottom of each

load bearing spline segment 901... 903, there is located

a horizontally oriented fiat spline releasing segment 961
•.. 963 which are adapted to contact an annular depth

and tilt alignment surface 97 within the cavity g4 of the

spline bolt head 116. Each male spline section 681 • • • 683
includes a third spline segment 1001... 1003 used for

tightening the male and female splines and comprises a
vertical web separated from the respective releasing

spline segment 961... 963 and having at least one fiat
vertical wall surface which is designed to contact a

generally flat wall surface of one of three like inwardly
projecting bolt torque tabs 1021... 1023, two of which

1021 and 1022, are depicted in FIG. 3 formed on the

inner surface 104 of the female spline bolt 86.
Before describing the operation of the male and fe-

male spline elements 681 . . . 683 and 881 . • - 883, the

5 remaining structure illustrated in FIG. 2 will In'st be

considered. As shown in FIG. 2, the female spline bolt

head 116 is joined to a threaded shank 106 which nar-
rows at its lower end 108 where it passes through a
recess 110 and hole 112 in the bottom of the work at-

10 tachment fixture 12 where it is surrounded by preload

spring 114 and is held in place by an enlarged butt end

portion 116.

A captured nut body member 1111 is located on the
threaded shank 106. The nut member 1111 is permitted to

15 move axially up and down the bolt shank 106, but is
constrained from rotation by one or more spline guides
120 which ride up and down in respective vertical chan-

nels 122 between top and bottom shoulder stops 124 and

126. The nut body 1111 is shown comprised of an angu-
20 lated member having an upper surface 128 on which is

located a set of, for example, male type electrical con-

nectors 130, shown in phantom view, around the pe-

riphery thereof and which are adapted to engage a
respective set of female type electrical connectors 132,

25 also shown in phantom view, located directly above in
the work attachment mechanism 10. Associated with
both sets of electrical connectors 130 and 132 are re-

spective sets of dust covers 52, 54, 56 and 60, 62, 64, as

shown in FIG. I. The dust covers are adapted to open
30 and close automatically when the electrical connectors

are brought together upon docking of the two bodies 10
and 12.

In operation, as soon as the two bodies 10 and 12 have

seated as shown in FIG. 2, the spring loaded male spline
35 driver 48 drops down into the cavity 84 of the female

spline bolt head 86, thereby creating a soft dock condi-
tion.

When the male spline driver 48 is rotated clockwise,
the flat vertical wall surfaces 1001... 1003 of the three

40 male spline sections 681, 682 and 683 hit the flat wall

surfaces of the respective torque tabs 1021, 1022 and
1023 inside of the spline bolt head 86. The bolt shank
106, however, is spring loaded against the body 12 by
the spring 114. Since the threaded nut member 1111

45 cannot rotate, the structural arrangement depicted
causes the nut member 1111 to remain in place while the
bolt shank 106 and the bolt head 116translate downward

until the gap 932 (FIG. 4) is closed and the spline sur-
faces 921... 923 and 941 •. • 943 lock. When this occurs,

50 the spring load shifts from the bottom of the nut 1111 to

the convex surfaces 921... 923. At that point the bolt 50
can no longer translate downwardly. Accordingly, the
nut 118 begins to travel upwardly as indicated in FIG.
2.

55 The spline structure disclosed herein results in a sig-
nificant difference in the load bearing and safety capa-

bilities of this type of system. The top male and female
spline segments 901... 903 and 881 •. • 883, respectively,
attend to the main tensile forces, while the bottom seg-

60 ments thereof, i.e. segments 1001... 1003, 961... 963 and

1021... 1023 attend to torquing and detorquing forces.
The spherical bearing surfaces 921... 923 and 941 • •

• 943 yield relatively larger shear plane lengths and
greater shear plane area which further strengthen the

65 system. The bottom segments also provide a desired
positioning sequence to permit soft docking between
the bodies 10 and 12 throughout a fastening and unfas-
tening process.
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In the arrangement as shown, the spline segments 901

•.. 903, which are load bearing members, are optimized

for the load bearing function and act to reduce contact

stresses by virtue of their respective upper spherical

surfaces 921 . . . 923. This permits tiny seating adjust-
ments between the driver 48 and the receptor 50 such

that when one of the three lower spline segments 961..

• 963 make contact with the alignment surface 98 during

the tightening or preload process, the top spline seg-
ments 901... 903 are free to pivot in the manner of a ball

and a socket. This then permits force equilibrium to
occur in which simultaneously each of the lower spline

segments 1001... 1003 bears one third of the tightening
forces, while each of the upper spline segments 901...

903 bear one third of the actual load forces.

When the split spline fastening system of the subject
invention encounters large stresses in usage, the male

and female type spline elements 681... 683 and 881...
883 have already been optimally positioned with respect
to each other during the tightening process so these

large usage forces are evenly distributed, even though

the splines cannot pivot under the large loads. During

the loosening process, the locking splines are initially
held together with friction between the load bearing

spline surfaces 921... 923 and 941 and 943 so the initial

loosening forces are evenly distributed, even though the
splines cannot pivot with respect to each other. As the
female spline member 50 loosens, the friction forces

recede and the spline member 50 slips slightly in rota-

tion with respect to the driver member 48 until the back

side of the three bolt torque tabs 1021... 1023 encounter
the spline releasing segments 961 . . . 963 and the two

members 48 and 50 once again rotate in unison with the

loosening process continuing. But now pivoting can
occur between the upper and lower spline surfaces 921

and 923 and 941 and 943 so that the forces on the spline

members go into force equilibrium, with each sharing
one third of the force induced by the loosening torque.
This condition continues until the two members 48 and

50 are ready for separation.
The torquing and position control splines 961.. • 963,

and 1001... 1003 are optimized solely for the functions
described below. First, they must transmit torque from

the driver 48. Second, they must position the load bear-
ing splines 901... 903 and 881. • • 883 of both the driver

48 and receptor 50 so that they line up with each other

during tightening so as to produce maximum holding
and preioad forces and thereafter disengage the load

bearing splines and permit easy separation of driver 48
and receptor 50 after the loosening process is complete.

Third, they must provide a means of maintaining a soft
or hard dock fastening status throughout both tighten-

ing and loosening to provide a hedge against inadver-

tent release It can be seen, particularly from FIG. 3, that
the lower splines 881... 883 in the coupling process are

directly below the upper load bearing spline segments
901 • • • 903 so the end of the driver 48 will fit into the

spline bolt head 86 through the bolt head's three mini-
mum passage ways between the splines 881 . . • 883.
Once the driver 48 enters the bolt head 86, the bottom

spline segments 961... 963 and 1001... 1003 seat on the
annular tilt and alignment surface 97 (FIG. 3) by spring

loading, leaving a slight clearance (0.010 to 0.030 in.)
between the lower spline segments 881... 883 and the

bolt torque tabs 1021... 1023. Thus. when the driver 48
is turned clockwise (CW) to tighten, it will turn within

the female spline bolt head 86 until one spline segment,

e.g. 1001 contacts its corresponding bolt torque tab 1021.

Shortly thereafter the adjustment process between the
driver 48 and bolt head 86 will continue until all three

spline tightening segments 1001... 1003 and bolt torque
tabs 1021... 1023 are engaged with equal forces. As the

5 driver 48 and the bolt head 86 continue to turn clock-

wise together, the spring-loaded bolt shank 106 and bolt
head 86 translate downwards relative to the driver 48

and each of the three bolt torque tabs 1021 • • • 1023 is

captured in a slot 981... 983 (FIG. 3) between the spline
10 releasing segment 961... 963 and spline tightening seg-

ments 1001... 1003. And, as the clockwise rotation and
relative translation continue, each of the three bolt

torque tabs 1021... 1023 continue to ride up its corre-

sponding slot 981... 983 until the load bearing splines
15 901... 903 and 881... 883 of driver and bolt lock.

When a counterclockwise rotation is initiated to

loosen a previously fastened spline driver 48 and recep-
tor 50, the contact between each bolt torque tab 1021..

• 1023 and its corresponding lower spline releasing seg-
20 ment 961... 963 couple these two mating parts together,

both for transmitting torque and for maintaining hard-

/soft dock throughout the loosening process. When the
loosening process is complete, the respective elements
of both of the driver 48 and the female receptor 50 are

25 aligned so that as the counterclockwise motion contin-
ues, the driver 48 rotates within the bolt cavity 84 until
the back side of the vertically oriented spine segments

1001... 1003 hits an adjacent bolt torque tab 1021...
1023. In the process, the female spline bolt 86 and driver

30 48 are positioned for easy disengagement and it is im-

possible for the two to get entangled or jammed to-

gether.
Having thus shown and described what is considered

to be the preferred method and embodiment for imple-

35 meriting the subject invention, it is to be noted that the
same has been made by way of illustration and not limi-

tation. Accordingly, all modifications, alterations and

changes coming within the spirit and scope of the inven-
tion are herein meant to be included.

40 I claim:

1. A split spline fastener system for mechanically and
electrically coupling two bodies, comprising:

a first body comprising a work attachment mecha-

nism including male type spline connecting means
45 selectively located thereon and having a plurality

of first type spline sections located exteriorally on a
forward end portion;

a Second body comprising a work attachment fixture,

female type spline connecting means positioned
50 thereon to mate with said male type spline connect-

ing means and having a like plurality of second
type spline sections located interiorally of said
second body for engaging said first type spline
sections;

55 first type alignment means exteriorally located on
said first body for berthing with said second body;

second type alignment means exteriorally located on
said second body for receiving said first type align-

ment means;
60 said female type spline connecting means including a

threaded bolt member having a captured nut mem-

ber located thereon which can translate up and
down the bolt but is constrained from rotation

thereabout;
65 said nut member having a mounting surface;

at least one first type electrical connector located on

said mounting surface for translating to and from
said first body;
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at least one complementary second type electrical

connector on said first body for mating with said at
least one first type electrical connector on the

mounting surface of said nut member;

whereby when said male type spline connecting

means mates with said female type connecting

means and is driven, both said spline connecting
means lock together and said nut member translates

up the threaded bolt member carrying said first

type electrical connector up to said complemen-
tary second type connector for interconnection
therewith;

dust cover means located adjacent both said electrical
connectors for protecting said connectors, said

dust cover means operating to automatically open
and shut in response to electrical connector transla-
tion;

each of said first type spline sections including at least
one load bearing spline segment and at least one

spline segment for tightening and releasing said

male and female type spline connecting means;

each of said second type spline sections including at
least one complementary load bearing spline seg-
ment contactable with said at least one load bearing

spline segment and at least one other segment for

engaging said at least one spline segment for tight-
ening and releasing;

said load bearing spline segments including mutually

complementary bearing surfaces comprising curvi-
linear bearing surfaces.

2. The spline fastener system of claim 1 and wherein

said male type spline connecting means includes a coni-

cal male type end portion and said female type spline

connecting means includes conical female type bottom

portion for receiving and aligning said end portion of
said male type spline connecting means.

3. The split spline fastener system of claim 2 wherein

said first type spline sections are located adjacent said
male type end portion.

4. The split spline fastener system of claim l, wherein

said first type spline sections respectively include one

spline segment for tightening and one spline segment for
releasing.

5. The split spline fastener system of claim 4 wherein

said spline segments for tightening and releasing are
5 located below said at least one load bearing segment.

6. The split spline fastener system of claim $ wherein

said spline segments for tightening and releasing are
mutually separated for receiving therebetween said at
least one other segment of said second type spline sec-

10 tions.

7. The split spline fastener system of claim 6 and
wherein female type spline sections include a cavity for
receiving said male type spline sections and said one

other segment of said female type spline sections cora-

l5 prises a tab extending inwardly from a wall surface of
said cavity.

8. The split spline fastener system of claim 7 wherein
said cavity includes a flat annular surface intersecting
said wall surface of said cavity and which is designed to

20 provide a contact surface for said male type tightening
and releasing spline segments.

9. The split spline fastener system of claim g, wherein
said tightening spline segment of said male type spline
sections and said tab of said female type spline sections

25 comprise members having mutually parallel contact
surfaces.

10. The split spline fastener system of claim 9 wherein

said releasing spline segment of said male type spline
sections also includes a contact surface mutually paral-

30 tel to said tab of said female type spline sections.

11. The split spline fastener system of claim 9 wherein

said spline tightening segment and said tab comprises
spline segments oriented in a first direction.

12. The split spline fastener system of claim 11

35 wherein said spline releasing segment comprises a spline
segment oriented in a second direction substantially

orthogonal to said first direction.
13. The split spline fastener system of claim I wherein

said plurality of first and second type spline sections

40 each comprises three sets of spline sections.
ill • _ tt
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